SUPPRESSOR INSTRUCTIONS
Built on sound principles

Congratulations on
the purchase of your new
TBA suppressor

Built on sound principles

Your TBA Suppressor has been machined, assembled, welded
and threaded to the correct specifications to guarantee a lifetime
of use on the host weapon it was designed for. Before the finish
was applied to your suppressor the threading is rechecked
and the center lines of your baffles are align-bored to the
center of the threads ensuring that alignment is perfect and
that the suppressor manufacturing process is 100% complete.
Due to variations in threading and threading styles, if your gun
came with a factory threaded barrel it is the user’s responsibility
to ensure that the suppressor fits correctly. A large majority of
the factory threading jobs are designed to use a crush-sleeve
or a crush-washer therefore the shoulder that the suppressor
mates to is not concentric to the center line of the bore. Under
no circumstances should you use a crush-sleeve or crush-washer
when attaching the suppressor or QD flash hider.
When your suppressor or flash hider is installed for the first
time, make sure that the rear of the suppressor attaches
perfectly square to the shoulder on the barrel. If there is any
gap between the two mating surfaces at any point around
the circumference of the barrel it will need to be repaired
by a qualified gunsmith or machinist before using the suppressor.
Failure to do so will result in baffle strikes and will void the
warranty on the suppressor. When the suppressor mates up to
the shoulder of the barrel correctly we advise all end users to
visually inspect the center line of the rifle bore in relation to
the exit hole of the suppressor to ensure a correct alignment.
This will only need to be done one time. TBA Suppressors
provides this service free of charge. Minimal charges will apply
if the threads or shoulder has to be repaired due to incorrect
thread alignment.
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caution
Your suppressor has a welded core and is full auto rated. The
outside temperatures can quickly reach over 400 degrees
Fahrenheit and can burn you if it is touched or ignite anything
flammable it is near. Do not try to remove your suppressor
immediately after shooting it.

centerfire

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO USE
TBA Suppressors
11263 Air Park Road, Building D
Ashland, VA 23006
fax 804.798.0233 • phone 804.928.1839

CAUTION Make sure your firearm is unloaded
before preparing the barrel for use or installing
your suppressor.
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INSTRUCTIONS
1. READ all of the above warnings, disclaimers and warranty
2. Remove the magazine and open the action.
3. Remove the thread protector or flash hider and all washers.
4. Screw the silencer on the weapon in a clockwise position
until hand tight.

warning
Although your .223 and .30 caliber centerfire silencers will
attach to smaller caliber weapons such as a rimfire .22LR, IT
IS NOT ADVISED! Your suppressor is designed to be used on
the designated caliber which is engraved on the suppressor.
Lead and copper fouling from a .22 rimfire can cause fouling
and build up in the baffle and reduce the critical hole size
that the bullet travels through and this will cause baffle strikes
in your suppressor and will void your warranty. Please use
your suppressor for its intended use.
Only a licensed machinist or gunsmith is qualified to thread
your barrel for your suppressor or your flash hider for this
application. The threads on the barrel have to be concentric
to the rifle bore or the suppressor and or flash hider will
be misaligned and void the warranty on your suppressor.
This can only be accomplished by threading your barrel on
centers in a metal lathe. Failure to do so will damage the
weapon, suppressor and can create dangerous situations for
the shooter and bystanders. Do not use any crush or peel
washers behind your flash hider or suppressor. Please call
TBA Suppressors if there are any questions.

Alignment
DO NOT USE ANY CRUSH OR PEEL WASHERS
TBA Suppressors will not be responsible for baffle strikes as
a result of incorrect threading, modifications, improper ammunition,
mishandling or misuse caused by the suppressor coming loose.
It is possible for the suppressor and the flash hider to become

loose. It is the user’s responsibility to ensure that the suppressor
stays tight on the host weapon and this is of the utmost
importance. Loctite applied to the threads will minimize the
possibility of the suppressor coming loose on the direct thread
models. QD (quick disconnect) models must have Loctite 271
applied to the threads of the flash hider. If you do not understand
these instructions please contact us immediately for further
clarification.

AMMUNITION REQUIREMENTS
We recommend factory loaded full metal jacket ammunition.
Frangible, reloaded and subsonic ammunition can come apart,
have jacket separation, and get stuck in the suppressor. Damage
from such will not be covered under warranty. Most commercially available subsonic ammunition will not stabilize correctly in
factory barrels with standard twist rates designed for supersonic
ammunition. It is the users responsibility to choose the correct
ammunition per the twist rate of your firearm.

Maintenance/care
The changing temperature of your suppressor will create
condensation much like a muffler on a car. Remove your
suppressor and clean your barrel after every use or the
condensation build up will rust and corrode your barrel and it
will diminish your accuracy. In some cases your barrel will have
to be shortened and repaired.
Cleaning a centerfire suppressor is rarely necessary because of
the temperatures the internals get to. We recommend cleaning
your suppressor with Simple Green or any hydrocarbon based
gun cleaning solvent by submerging it for several hours and
blowing it out with a high pressure air hose. Allow your suppressor to dry completely before use or storage.

WARRANTY
TBA Suppressors stands behind our products with a lifetime
warranty that our suppressors are free from workmanship,
material, and manufacturing defects for life. Warranty does not
cover damage to the suppressor from improper: installation,
caliber application, modifications, handling, neglect or using any
type of media in your suppressor. Covert and Phalanx suppressors

are engineered to be shot dry without water or any other
type of media. Putting water or media is the suppressor can
create dangerous pressure levels and can cause harm to the
suppressor, weapon, the shooter and bystanders. Warranty
does not cover defective, reloaded, corrosive or improper
ammunition types. Minimum barrel length for suppressor use
is 11 inches.
TBA will replace, or repair any of our products manufactured
by TBA Suppressors. Should warranty service to a product
be required the owner should contact TBA by phone or email
prior to shipping the product to ensure that proper trouble
shooting has been performed. Determination of the cause of the
defect is at the sole discretion of TBA Suppressors.

Technical specs
Covert thread mount and QD .223 Suppressor
Specifications
Diameter: 1.5”
Length 8”
Weight: Stainless 22 oz., Titanium 15 oz.
DB reduction
Thread mount -32-36db
QD -31-34db
Finish: Cerakote™
Material: 316 Stainless Steel, 718 series Inconel, 6AL titanium
Added length to host weapon: Direct thread 7.6” QD 8.2”
with mount
Phalanx thread mount and QD .30 Suppressors
Specifications
Diameter: 1.5”
Length 9”
Weight: Stainless 24 oz., Titanium 16 oz.
DB reduction
Thread mount -33-35db
QD -29-32db
Finish: Cerakote™
Material: 316 Stainless Steel, 718 series Inconel, 6AL titanium
Added length to host weapon: Direct thread 8.6” QD 9.2”
with mount

